The paper starts with a brief review of conventional velocity determination procedures for plane-layered systems. These methods assume hyperbolic moveout curves in common midpoint (CMP) data. It is shown that in layered systems with arbitrarily curved interfaces these methods fail since the moveout curves are nonhyperbolic. The subject of this paper is a wave-theoretical approach to velocity determination. By means of wave field extrapolation of CMP data, nonhyperbolic moveout curves are transformed into hyperbolic ones. The proposed process is called velocity replacement (VR) since an inhomogeneous overburden is replaced by a homogeneous velocity medium. The effect of VR is illustrated on synthetic data. From the results it may be concluded that velocity determination after VR yields significantly more accurate results than velocity determination before VR. The technique of VR is also proposed as a preprocessing tool prior to stack in situations of nonhyperbolic moveout curves.
INTRODUCTION
Generally, the seismic velocity is a function of all three subsurface coordinates. However, most seismic processing methods assume, within restricted lateral dimensions, a layered velocity model, i.e., the velocity is constant within an arbitrarily shaped layer (Figure 1 ). For many geologic situations this is a reasonable assumption. For such a layered system Durbaum (1954) showed that the traveltime TN(x) of a seismic pulse reflected by the Nth subsurface reflector (i.e., interface between layer N and layer N + l), generated and registered with a source-receiver separation (offset) x can be written as an infinite A N,Z are related to the seismic parameters zero-offset (ZO) traveltime T,(O) and normal moveout (NMO) velocity C,, respectively. Taner and Koehler (1969) showed that, assuming hyperbolic moveout curves, TN(O) and C, can be derived from offset data. The numerical method they proposed is based on the evaluation of a two-dimensional (2-D) coherence function (velocity spectra) whose maxima refer to C, and TN (0) for all N. De Vries and Berkhout (1982) use a minimum entropy criterion to focused CMP data in order to determine NM0 velocities. Dix solved the inverse problem: that is derivation of interval velocities and layer thicknesses from NM0 velocities C,v and ZO traveltimes TN(O). For the first layer (N = 1) this method is exact. For a specific offset data arrangement, common midpoint data (CMP), small reflector dips may be included. Among others, Cook (1967) showed that application of Dix' s method in areas of gentle dips (less than 5 degrees), yields interval velocities 2 percent to 3 percent higher than actually measured in well-velocity surveys. Also for CMP data, Larner and Rooney (1972) approximated relation (1) by a hyperbolic relation for the arbitrary dipping plane-layer case. Shah (1973) derived the same relation by studying the radius of curvature of a wavefront propagating through a plane-layered system. Hubral (1976) developed a method to solve the inverse problem for the 3-D dipping plane-layer case. Krey (1976) discussed the validity of the hyperbolic traveltime/offset relation for systems with curved interfaces. Particularly in the latter situation, very small offsets must be assumed. Lynn and Claerbout (1982) developed a hyperbolic relation for systems with arbitrary lateral velocity variations by taking into account the lateral derivatives of the medium velocity.
Another approach to velocity determination in the dipping plane-layer case is based on r, p mapping of CMP data, among others described by Diebold and Stoffa (1981) . In this method CMP data in the traveltime/offset domain (T, x) are mapped into the intercept-time/ray-parameter domain (r, p) where the velocity determination is performed. The intercept-time/rayparameter relation is elliptical. Since this relation is exact for horizontally layered systems, also wide-offset data (including refracted and post-critically reflected data) can be handled by this velocity determination procedure.
The success of the methods discussed so far is based on the fact that for simple configurations the infinite series (1) may be approximated by a hyperbolic relation defined by only two coefficients. Also the ellipses in the (5, p)-domain are defined by two coefficients only. However, in arbitrarily layered systems nonhyperbolic moveout curves occur and more than two terms of the MacLaurin series are required to approximate the traveltime/offset relation, particularly when offsets are not small. Several velocity determination procedures have been developed. taking into account the nonhyperbolic character of the moveout curves. May and Straley (1979) incorporated higherorder terms in the traveltime/olfset relation. Their method becomes impractical for approximations higher than fourth order. Gjsystdal and Ursin (1981) and Vander Made et al. (1984) developed reflection-time inversion methods for complex inhomogeneous media, based on parameter estimation. They dropped the concept of stacking along moveout curves. Instead, a peak-picking algorithm is required in these methods.
The method introduced in this paper is based on preprocessing of CMP data in such a way that the traveltime/offset relation in the processed CMP data may be closely approximated by a hyperbolic relation. This situation is obtained by transforming the inhomogeneous layered system into a homogeneous system, which is realized by replacing the different velocities in the successive layers by one constant velocity. This process, velocity replacement (VR), is based on forward and inverse wave field extrapolation of CMP data. Although the restriction is not fundamental, we will assume 2-D subsurface configurations.
In the literature several velocity determination procedures based on wave theory are given. Gardner et al. (1974) and Sattlegger (1975) showed how the migration velocity can be determined by optimizing a nonrecursive prestack migration output. Yilmaz and Chambers (1980) used wave-field extrapolation to perform NM0 correction in order to resolve strongly interfering events. In all these methods hyperbolic moveout curves are assumed, nonhyperbolic moveout curves are not transformed into hyperbolic ones. Doherty and Claerbout (1976) used a finite-difference technique in order to downward continue seismic records (by means of inverse wave field extrapolation) as a preprocessor for conventional velocity estimation techniques. Since receivers only are downward continued, nonhyperbolic moveout curves are only partly transformed into hyperbolic ones. In our method conventional velocity estimation techniques are used after independent processing of CMP gathers: nonhyperbolic moveout curves are transformed into hyperbolic ones.
Summarizing, for inhomogeneous systems the traveltime/offset relation is generally complicated and advanced techniques are required to recover all coefficients in this relation. To simplify the procedure two approaches may be followed.
(1) For simple configurations the infinite MacLaurin series, which describes the traveltime/offset relation for CMP data, may be approximated by two terms (hyperbolic assumption). The two coefficients are easily found from coherence calculations. Applications: horizontally layered systems, dipping plane layered systems, layered systems with curved interfaces assuming very small offsets and/or small velocity variations. (2) For more complicated configurations the system can be made homogeneous by a wave-theory based velocity replacement technique. After application the traveltime/offset relation can be described again by two terms only. Application: Layered systems with arbitrarily curved interfaces, without assuming serious restrictions on offset and/or velocity variations Next we discuss briefly some well-known moveout curve approximation methods (I) which can be regarded as an introduction to our moveout curve transformation method (2) described in the second part of the paper.
CONVENTIONAL VELOCITY DETERMINATION PROC'ED URES
In this section we summarize some important conventional velocity determination procedures which are based on the hyperbolic assumption. We first study the two-term approximation of relation (I) for the CMP configuration in the dipping plane-layer case. Since our research concerns 2-D configurations only, we restrict ourselves to 2-D situations.
Consider the configuration shown in Figure 2 . According to Larner and Rooney (1972) 
Assuming layers 1 through N -1 are reconstructed, the interval parameters for layer N can be obtained as follows. In the Introduction we mentioned that our method is based den is transformed into a homogeneous one. Hence, by means on application of conventional velocity determination techof VR, nonhyperbolic moveout curves are transformed into niques (Hubral' s method) after preprocessing CMP gathers. We hyperbolic moveout curves. Since the replacement velocity cN is apply the VR process which is described in detail in the next unknown, an iterative method must be used. The initial estisection. Here we discuss the basic principle of our method. It is mate c^,Y can be obtained by applying Hubral' s method to the obvious that, when velocities ci We conclude that application of Hubral' s method after VR yields a new estimate tN of the interval velocity of layer N. This value represents a more accurate estimate of the replacement velocity. The process can be repeated, which means cN is determined iteratively. Theoretically, convergence is difficult to prove. However, many experiments with synthetic data, modeled under a wide range of subsurface conditions, have always shown convergence. Generally, application of two or three iteration steps per layer yields sufficient accuracy, although significant improvement of accuracy occurs already after one iteration step.
As seen in the dipping plane-layer case discussion, the following parameters can be determined from surface measurements: interval velocity, reflector depth, and reflector dip. Now we are dealing with layered systems with curved interfaces; hence application of Hubral' s method to one CMP gather after VR yields the local interval velocity, the local reflector depth, and the local reflector dip for one normal incidence point. Application of the complete process (VR and Hubral) for several CMP gathers yields the parameters for several normalincidence points. Optionally, the interval velocities may be laterally averaged. Finally, reflector S, is reconstructed by interpolating cubic splines between the normal incidence points. Summarizing, based on the assumption that layers 1 through N -1 are reconstructed, we showed how layer N can be completely reconstructed.
VELOCITY REPLACEMENT
In our velocity determination procedure velocities in successive layers are replaced by one constant velocity. The replacement is achieved by wave field extrapolation of CMP data. In this section we describe this VR procedure. Consider the configuration shown in 
The recording surface (interface N -1) is curved, so the moveout curve is not hyperbolic. As a result of the extrapolation procedure boundary effects occur in the extrapolated CMP data, i.e., the hyperbolic moveout curve is distorted for large offsets, even when interface N -1 is plane. It is shown in Appendix C that these boundary effects can be suppressed for the greater part by the completion of the velocity replacement procedure with a forward extrapolation step (simulation of homogeneous propagation effects).
The simulation of the propagation effects for layers 1 through N -1 with one constant velocity c^H consists of one forward extrapolation step of CMP data, the result being a CMP gather recorded at the surface over a two-layer system with velocity c^,,+ in the upper and c,~ in the lower layer. The latter can be calculated rather accurately applying Hubral' s method, as shown in the previous section. Since this forward extrapolation step is a simulation of propagation effects, we are free to choose the position and the shape of the surface. To obtain a hyperbolic moveout curve, we choose a plane surface. The position of the surface is determined by the ZO raypath. Since in the ideal situation c^N equals cN, no ray deflection may occur at interface N -1 which determines the angle of the raypath. The length of the ZO raypath between the surface and interface N -1 we choose in such a way that the ZO traveltime reduction caused by the N -1 inverse extrapolation steps will be compensated, so this length amounts to (cN < cN _ r) , then the position of the upper surface Sb after VR may be below the original surface S, In this case the hyperbolic moveout curve can only be retrieved within a smaller offset range due to boundary effects. On the other hand, when Sb is above S, , the moveout curve will be available after VR for the complete offset range. Surface Sb will always be above S, when no inversion layers occur.
CMP TRACE INTERPOLATION
Before we show some examples, we briefly discuss a practical problem which is inherent to wave field extrapolation techniques. Because seismic data are discretized both in time and in space, two antialiasing criteria need be met (Berkhout, 1982) and where As I Lin 2 sin amax' At = temporal sampling interval, f""" = highest frequency, As = spatial sampling interval (here, half-offset sampling interval), hmin = smallest wavelength, and a max = highest (raypath) dip angle.
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Notice that hmin should be related to half the propagation velocity (Appendix B), so hmin = )c,,Jfmax, where c,,,~" is the lowest propagation velocity. In practical seismic acquisition techniques the first antialiasing condition is always fulfilled. However, in many situations spatial aliasing is inevitable due to spatial undersampling. As is well-known from signal theory, aliasing should be avoided by filtering before discretization. Only in special cases can antialiasing filtering be applied to discretized data. A crude but effective and widely applied procedure is muting large offsets at small traveltimes in CMP data. However, also relevant information may be suppressed by this procedure. Here we present an elegant approach to CMP trace interpolation, making use of prior information on the CMP gather. NM0 corrections applied to CMP data ideally transform all offset traces into zero-offset traces. In ideally NM0 corrected CMP data, the dip angles have thus reduced to zero, which means that the second antialiasing condition is fulfilled for any discretization interval As. Now trace interpolation can be applied, yielding a new sampling interval As' < As. After an inverse ideal NM0 correction, the interpolated CMP data are obtained, which are free of aliasing when As' satisfies the second antialiasing condition. This procedure is only valid for CMP data, since the apices of all events lie on the same ZO trace, which is essential for NM0 corrections. Also when the NM0 corrections are not ideal, a significant reduction of the maximum dip angle will occur.
An example is presented in Figure 7 . The CMP data of We discussed CMP trace interpolation because it is essential for our VR procedure. An additional advantage is that better resolved velocity spectra may be expected in conventional velocity analysis on aliasing free CMP gathers.
EXAMPLES OF VELOCITY DETERMINATION AmER VELOCITY REPLACEMENT
In this section we discuss some results of the velocity determination procedure described in the previous sections, that is velocity determination after VR. In these examples we make use of synthetic data modeled with 2-D ray-tracing software. The data were modeled such that both the temporal and spatial antialiasing conditions were fulfilled. In the first example we show the results of the VR procedure applied to a layered system with arbitrarily curved interfaces. In the second example, a special application of the VR procedure is discussed, namely, elimination of near-surface anomalies. Table 2 . Notice that the accuracy increased significantly due to the application of VR. The error of 25 percent in cj has reduced to an error of 2 percent. The subsurface reconstruction is shown in Figure 8e . Notice that the third reflector is nearly plane, as in the original model (Figure 8a ). In this example we showed that the wave-theory based velocity determination procedure, as described here yields a complete reconstruction of a layered system with arbitrarily curved interfaces. Since for each layer VR has to be applied iteratively for one or more CMP gathers, this procedure is timeconsuming compared to conventional methods. However, in the following example, a practical application is discussed where VR has to be applied for the surface layer only. The computation time for this example is comparable with the computation time needed for conventional methods.
(2) Elimination of near-surface anomalies In marine as well as in land data nonhyperbolic moveout curves occur often as a result of near-surface anomalies. These anomalies are caused by a low-velocity surface layer (seawater, weathered earth layer, etc.) limited by a curved interface (seabottom, base of weathered layer, irregular topography). In practice. a correction is applied by means of a constant time shift (static correction). This approach is not optimal for offset data since one constant correction is applied for all depths which is obviously wrong. Application of velocity replacement is a wave-theoretical approach to the correction of near-surface anomalies. By replacing the irregular low-velocity layer by a layer whose velocity corresponds to the velocity in the next layer, the near-surface anomalies are eliminated correctly. We show this by comparing some important properties of the CMP data before and after VR. Consider the configuration shown in Figure 9a . This configuration represents a seawater layer (velocity c, = 1 500 m/s) overlying horizontally layered sediments. The seabottom is represented by the first, curved interface. Although this restriction is not necessary, the sea level is represented by a plane surface. CMP data, as shown in Figure 9b , were modeled. To demonstrate the nonhyperbolic character of the moveout curves, the NM0 velocities were calculated for two different offset ranges. The coherence of the NM0 correct- ed traces was calculated for each moveout curve. The fourth moveout curve after NM0 correction is shown in Figure 9c , together with the stacked trace. Finally the interval velocities were calculated according to Dix' s relation (5). The results are shown in Table 3 . Because the curvature of the seabottom was ignored, the following observations can be made:
(1) (2) Table 4 , the fourth moveout curve after NM0 correction is shown in Figure 9e , together with the stacked trace.
Due to the wave-theory based elimination of the velocity discontinuity at the seabottom, the following observations can be made :
(1) NM0 velocities hardly depend on the offset range, (2) coherence of the NMO-corrected traces is very good, (3) quality of the stacked trace is high (Figure 9e) , and (4) accuracy of the interval velocities increased significantly.
Obviously the nonhyperbolic moveout curves have been transformed into hyperbolic ones.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we discussed the success of conventional velocity determination procedures when based on approximating the complicated traveltime/offset relation by ti simple two-term hyperbolic relation. This approximation is sufficiently accurate in case of plane-layered systems (not necessarily horizontally layered). Furthermore, we showed that conventional procedures fail in more complicated situations, such as layered systems with arbitrarily curved interfaces, since the hyperbolic approximation is too crude. We showed, with the aid of wave field extrapolation of CMP data (VR), that the system can be transformed into a constant velocity system for which the hyperbolic relation holds. Although the restriction is not fundamental, we assumed 2-D situations. We discussed two examples of the VR procedure applied to synthetic data. In the first example the VR procedure was applied to data modeled in a system with arbitrarily curved interfaces. This example illustrates that application of the velocity determination procedure using VR yields significantly more accurate results than conventional methods. In the second example we discussed a special application, namely elimination of near-surface anomalies by means of VR in the surface layer. The result is a CMP gather without distortions caused by near-surface anomalies. The advantages are 
APPENDIX A WAVE FIELD EXTRAPOLATION, GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
In the velocity replacement section we showed that VR for layers 1 through N -1 is achieved by the performance of N (N -1 inverse and 1 forward) extrapolation steps of CMP data. In Appendix A we discuss some aspects of wave field extrapolation in general. In Appendix B wave field extrapolation of CMP data is dealt with as a special application. In Appendix C some properties of the VR procedure are discussed. To start a prestack forward extrapolation (continuation) scheme derived by Berkhout (1982) This integral states that the pressure P, in any point A inside a closed surface S can be calculated from a pressure dipole distribution P and a particle velocity monopole distribution V, on S, provided that no sources are present inside S. Notice that both P and V, on S yield the same frequency-dependent phase contribution exp (-jkr) to the pressure in A. Replacing P by 2P and deleting V, yields the " Rayleigh-integral for curved surfaces," with small amplitude errors only (kr >> 1). Since in velocity analysis techniques the phase is far more important than the amplitude, application of the Rayleighintegral to curved surfaces is quite acceptable.
APPENDIX B WAVE FIELD EXTRAPOLATION OF CMP DATA
In Appendix B we derive an algorithm for wave field extrapolation of CMP data, based on relation (A-l).
Consider relation (A-la). The antidiagonals of data matrices P(S,) and P(S,+,) represent one frequency component of the CMP gathers on (curved) surfaces Si and Si+ i, respectively. In the extrapolation algorithm for CMP data we replace the data matrix I' (S,+ ,) by a CMP gather by means of zeroing all off-antidiagonal elements, which is visualized in Figure B -la.
Since we are only interested in the antidiagonal of matrix P(S,), the whole scheme can be reordered to 
DISCUSSION
Ideally, prestack wave field extrapolation should be applied to data matrices P by means of relation (A-la), which follows directly from wave theory. Velocity analysis should then be applied to data vectors P,,,, which can be selected from matrices p. The method that we proposed in this paper involves a significant reduction of computational effort since both wavefield extrapolation and velocity analysis are applied to data vectors PCMp . Of course errors are introduced by neglecting all off-antidiagonal elements in matrices p. However, we showed that for horizontally layered media (no lateral variations) the CMP operator equals the ZO operator. Since for this situation CMP-reflection data equal ZO diffraction data (apart from amplitude effects), it means that the algorithm (B-la) is correct in spite of the simplification. Theoretically, the accuracy of the scheme decreases when the interface dips or curvatures increase. However, errors can be reduced to a minimum when the midpoint follows the ZO raypath in all extrapolation steps, as demonstrated with the numerical examples.
Note that conventional stacking may be considered as a nonrecursive migration process (diffraction stack version) along the ZO raypath.
